PLEASE READ

These patterns are general in nature and meant to give a starting point for creating your own dog’s costume. The pieces are to be used as guidelines only. The current size of these patterns fit our pug dog. You will need to measure and adjust all the pieces as needed for your own small dog. (Our pug was 14” tall at the shoulder and his neck was 11” around.)

The instructions are fairly basic but using them along with viewing the many photographs we have on our tutorial should help you put your costumes together.

KEY POINTS

- Use clothespins to hold pieces together until they dry. I used hot glue for mine.

- To reduce mistakes, cut your patterns out of paper and tape them together first before cutting the foam.

- If you find a better way to make something work by all means use it!

- Please remember that many dogs do not like having anything on their heads. Never force your pup to wear something that he or she does not want to.

NOTE:

We’ve done our best to create and draw the costume patterns. If you find a blatant error please let us know so we can update the patterns! Again, cut them out of paper first and fit them together to make sure the sizes are right.
Flower Small Dog Costume

Petal. Cut as many as needed to go around your neck band. Our dog has an 11” neck and it took six petals.

Leaf. Cut One.

NECK BAND. CUT TO FIT YOUR PET PLUS 1” FOR VELCRO FASTENER OVERLAP
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Bat and Angel Small Dog Costume

Lines can be drawn on the wings afterwards using a marker or using glue and glitter which is what we did.
Measure around your dog’s chest closest to the front legs. Cut this accordingly leaving an overlap to attach the Velcro to hold it on. Read note below to prevent slipping which we learned was a problem.

**NOTE:** The waist band will tend to slip. We suggest adding a piece as shown and attaching it to the dog’s collar. That way it will stay in place.

If you do this the waist band can be made skinnier.

This is only one side. After measuring your dog’s chest and adding an extra inch for overlap, adjust this as needed and place it on the fold and cut.

**NOTE:** When adding the extra piece as shown to prevent slipping this waste piece can be made much thinner.

After measuring for your dog adjust the waist band size and then place on the fold here.
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Mad Hatter Small Dog Costume
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One piece with lines for ribbon parts drawn on after cutting out.

Collar

Watch pieces

Hand draw watch hands and dots on after cutting out.
Very top of hat
Main part of hat.

Place on fold here
Cut this hole out

Bottom brim of hat

Measure, trim and then place on fold here

NECK BAND FOR MAD HATTER COLLAR. CUT TO FIT YOUR PET PLUS 1” FOR VELCRO FASTENER
Cut each section out separately. Glue together at seams and place a ribbon down the seam if desired as shown on the site tutorial.
Neck piece for top of cape.

Superman’s curl.
Optional to glue onto elastic for head.

NECK BAND. CUT TO FIT YOUR PET PLUS 1” FOR VELCRO FASTENER

Trim and then place on fold here
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Cut each section out separately. Glue together at seams and place a ribbon down the seam if desired as shown on the site tutorial.

The Cape
Cut each section out separately.
Top piece of wizard hat (point)

Hood for cape

Underneath hat brace (see photos on site)
Wizard Small Dog Costume

Neck piece for top of cape.

Wizard hat brim.

NECKBAND: CUT TO FIT YOUR PET PLUS 1” FOR VELCRO FASTENER

Trim and then place on fold here.